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V . CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION

A. Conclusion

1. Roof tiles Craftsmen in Pancasan Village have higher income than

Banyumas UMR as much Rp9,982 between roof tiles craftmen income

and Banyumas UMR.

2. The average number of craftsmen income contribution to craftsmen

households income of roof tiles industry is 66.16 percent.

3. Craftsmen social-economic condition of roof tiles industry in Ajibarang

have been prosperous.

4. The length of work duration, number of family dependants, and

education level affect significantly to craftsmen income of roof tiles

industry in Ajibarang. Otherwise, age doesn’t affect significantly to roof

tiles craftsmen income.

B. Implication

1. Based on analysis result, ajibarang’s roof tiles craftmen have higher

income compared with Banyumas UMR, but the difference is very low

just as Rp9,982. It’s mean, the income is only enough to fulfil primary

needs of craftsmen. So, The Government should be take more attention to

push economic growht of rooftiles craftmen in Ajibarang by promotes

Pancasan’s rooftiles production to another region. Hopefully, it will

increasing the demand of Pancasan’s rooftiles also raising income and

increasing prosperity level of Pancasan’s community.
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2. Based on the results of the research also known that the average number

of raftsmen income contribution to craftsmen households income of

rooftiles industry is 66.16 percent. This number is expected to be

increase, with the income increase it is also will increasing prosperity of

roof tiles craftsmen.

3. Craftsment social-economic condition of roof tiles industry in Ajibarang

have been prosperous. Hopefully, this condition always could be

maintaned and increase so the community can give help to whom is still

in not prosperous category.

4. The craftsmen should be given chance by the company owner to be more

innovative of creating rooftiles. Availability of facilities will make

craftsmen more skillful in making product. By the example, the

craftsmen creates a new model beside of genteng plentong bulat and

gepak but creating new invoation like genteng kodok and the craftsmen

also can coloring rooftiles to increasing the quality of product.

C. Research Limitation

Limitation in this research is located on the data collecting process,

not all the respondent when fill in questionnaire is accompanied by the

researcher because of time and energy limit.

Beside that, the respondent is quite a lot, so there is some anwer which

is not suitable with the researcher expectancy.


